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		Ifirst met Billy Pegram when he was shooting fashion in Seattle and I was
	
		the new agent on the block. We developed a synergistic relationship. He
	
		introduced me to clients; I had him shoot the models I represented. I have
	
		now known him for nearly three decades. During this time, we have learned
	
		from each other and become friends. I have admired his creativity, argued
	
		with him over what should be in a model’s portfolio, laughed at his silly jokes,
	
		and been highly impressed with his professionalism. However, it has only
	
		been since becoming his typist/reader/spellchecker that I have begun to appreciate
	
		his vast knowledge of all the various aspects of photography. I now
	
		cringe when I hear someone speak of a shooter as “just a photographer.”
	


	
		There is so much more to photography than just picking up a camera and
	
		going at it. A good photographer must have in-depth knowledge of a multitude
	
		of disciplines. A photographer must be not only an artist, but also a
	
		mathematician, a chemist, and a physicist—and, of course, part psychologist
	
		just to deal with the personalities of the models, directors, clients, and support
	
		staff. It also helps to have a firm knowledge of business practices.
	


	
		Billy Pegram is all of these things and more. His background is eclectic. He
	
		was an award-winning photographer in ninth grade, then headed to college
	
		on a full athletic scholarship and an appointment to Annapolis Naval Academy.
	
		He began college as a pre-med student, then joined the military when
	
		he lost his scholarship due to a broken leg. That led to a stint with NASA at
	
		the Navy Aerospace Medical Research Lab, where he not only set records for
	
		rides on the rocket sled (sixty-four rides and a maximum of 16.7Gs) but also
	
		ran the lab.
	


	
		Later, as a civilian, he was offered jobs as a director of a research lab, a
	
		wilderness survival teacher, and a whitewater guide (among several other
	
		more mundane opportunities). He still considered becoming a doctor, specializing
	
		in medical research, and was offered a full scholarship to do so. However,
	
		he put all offers aside to become a photographer, because, as he says, “It
	
		was more challenging.”
	


	
		Billy Pegram is a born teacher, a perfectionist, an expert in his field, a great
	
		writer, and a creative genius. He is a friend and mentor to hundreds of hopeful
	
		models and aspiring photographers. He is also one who enjoys a good
	
		challenge. In short, he is the definitive photographer.
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Appcelerator Titanium Business Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 40 hands-on recipes to quickly and efficiently create business grade Titanium Enterprise apps


	Overview

	
		Provide mobile solutions to meet the challenges of today’s Enterprise mobility needs
	
		Study the best practices in security, document management, and Titanium Enterprise...
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Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services 3.0 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
The smart way to learn Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Version 3.0 one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps, practice files, helpful hints, and troubleshooting tips to master the fundamentals of working with the latest version of Windows SharePoint Services. You will learn the essentials for creating and...
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Effective C#: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your C# (Effective Software Development)Addison Wesley, 2004
C#'s resemblances to C++, Java, and C make it easier to learn, but there's a downside: C# programmers often continue to use older techniques when far better alternatives are available. In Effective C#, respected .NET expert Bill Wagner identifies fifty ways you can start leveraging the full power of C# in order to write faster,...
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Residue Number Systems: Theory and Implementation (Advances in Computer Science and Engineering Texts)Imperial College Press, 2007
This book provides an up-to-date account of RNSs and arithmetic. It covers the underlying mathematical concepts of RNSs; the conversion between conventional number systems and RNSs; the implementation of arithmetic operations; various related applications are also introduced. In addition, numerous detailed examples and analysis of different...
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MongoDB and PHPO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Once every decade or so, a technology comes along that is so revolutionary that it
	
		fundamentally alters the way we approach everything we do. The world itself has
	
		changed. As I think back to 1995 when I first started developing Internet applications,
	
		our data needs were relatively simple. For the next 10 years,...
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Ext JS in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	It was early 2006, and I was spending many frustrating hours testing and learning
	many of the frameworks and libraries on the internet. Seemingly, out of nowhere, I
	stumbled upon an extension to YUI or YUI-ext, developed by an unknown at the time,
	Jack Slocum.


	At last! An Ajax library that was easy to use and well-documented....
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